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Electric Potential
In electrostatics, charge builds up on an object until that charge is big enough that it
jumps away, all at once. We measure how desperately the electrons want to jump as
a voltage - it takes about 30,000 V to make an electron jump just one centimeter.

A battery creates this same sort of push, but instead of producing a high voltage that discharges all at once,
it uses a much smaller voltage to pump electrons around in a circuit, where they are pumped up to some
voltage height and then allowed to fall back down, through some useful device like a light, to the bottom of
the battery, from which they are pumped up again. Because electrons are circulating around, rather than
building up in one place, not much voltage is required.

You can think of a circuit like a ski hill: the batteries are lifts, raising electrons to a higher voltage height,
and the useful components, like the lights, are the slopes. The electrons naturally flow down through a light
if there is a difference in voltage between its ends, and they will flow faster the bigger the difference.

So, for example, in this circuit here, I decided to call C the ground level, 0 V. This means
that D is at 5 V, since it is up through the battery (the flat end of the battery, the negative
end, is always higher voltage). A has to have the same voltage, because there is nothing
in between that would cause electrons to fall down, but B has to be at 2 V, because it is
down 3 V through the other battery. This means that electrons flow down through the AC
bulb, and left through the BC one, and the AC is brighter - a voltage difference of 5
rather than 2. However, if I flipped around the AB battery, suddenly the BC bulb would have a difference of
8 and would be brighter.

. 1 a) Identify the voltage at each point in this circuit,
given that D is 0 V. Remember, two points with a
wire connecting them are at the same voltage, and
two points with a battery connecting them are that
far apart.

A = B =

C = D = 0 V

b) Draw arrows showing which way current flows
through each bulb.

c) Which bulb is brightest? Which is dimmest?

. 2 How bright is the bulb in this circuit?



. 3 a) Identify the voltage at each point in this circuit, given that E
= 0 V.

A = B =

C = D =

E = 0 V

b) Draw arrows showing which way current flows through each
bulb.

c) How does the brightness of bulb AB compare to bulb CE?

. 4 In this circuit, bulb CD does not light.
a) Identify the voltage at each point in this circuit,
given that A = 0 V.

A = 0 V B =

C = D =

E =

b) What is the voltage of the battery at the left?

c) How does the brightness of AD compare to BE?


